INFLUENCER & TEAM
TESTIMONIALS
Companies gain market share by inorganic growth...by acquisition, by playing Pac Man in the marketplace.
Few companies gain Internet valuation metrics by such a formula because users are fickle and they
themselves cannot be "bought" in the normal way that revenue and economies of scale can be purchased.

Hunny is different...where old school meets new school...disruptive and creative and highly monetizable, we
believe. WE sought to aggregate influencers.....100 at first...200 after that....maybe 1000 after that. Who are
influencers? They are the new way to market to Millennials and the consumer......through people who trust
people. An Influencer, by definition, has a following of people that he or she "influences." They may be
promoting the way they cut something in half, a jump rope, or the way they interact with cats. Whatever they
are promoting, their micro universe of fans likes it, enough to call themselves a follower. And Corporate
America likes that...enough to pay those influencers, in some cases, a million dollars or more to promote their
brand or product. Yes, we said a "million dollars or more."
Our brand and product is a new social communications platform...but you already know that. You're at the end
of the business plan. In the next section, you will read what we call third party validation. You will see the
veracity of our plan with respected people in the influencer world who state, in unequivocal terms, that they
believe they can bring us the coveted 100 influencers with which to initiate our platform to the world. It's sort of
like cheating but we didn't want to start this thing by scratch. WE wanted a hands up....a hefty almost
ridiculous hands up to get us to momentum and PR greatness, a way to get to market share literally day one.
The roll up of influencers is our way of doing so.
We believe in having back ups...so we plan to show you letters and testimonials from corporate marketing
wizards as well as from influencer aggregators who claim they can bring us the 100 each, and we believe we
can get even more. Our plan is to "over execute" and ring in more t an
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Dear Hunny Reader,
On the following page is the map out scenario for a deal with Hunny presented
by a Company called "Being Latino." This company has managed to capture
the imagination....and "time" of 31.6MM Hispanic Americans, who by nature, are
intensely loyal consumers to brands.
With that said, the two partners of "Being Latino" have expressed a great
interest in partnering and have told us that 26MM of the 31.6MM registered
users are candidates for joining our platform. They presently have 554
influencers lobbying their respective interests and causes to this member base
on a daily basis. It is Hunny's stated objective to capture a vast majority of that
554 influencer army and utilize for our universal purposes.
Furthermore, It is our intention to facilitate a deal with many companies just like
this....to ultimately augment to a master user universe of hundreds of millions of
users......where by the proverbial end of the day, Hunny can capture a small
fraction of that (universal) master customer base and end up with 2-10MM users
consistently and repetitively using our platform and services.
"Being Latino" is one significant partner that unequivocally proves the veracity
of what we offer and its ultimate acceptance into the marketplace Why? They
risk something we as a startup not yet launched cannot risk by definition until
we have it.....It is called "reputation currency." By aligning with us under the
terms espoused below, our Company is NOT paying for something it cannot yet
afford to pay for. Therefore, the seeking partner is willing to have its 554
influencers post on a consistent basis to join Hunny....by their own admission
below....a $2.7MM value proposition in terms of the asset deliverable given to
Hunny in exchange for stock in the company.
If Hunny is capable of partnering in such a manner with a multitude off such
enterprises, Hunny would posit that by definition, the marriage of influencers to
vast pools of customers would equal Hunny users. The ultimate translation
would be stock markups on Wall Street as we would continue to capture market
share and user data analytics.
As an aside, Hunny is presently in negotiation with a company with 30MM
viewers on its platform specifically in the basketball space. Stay tuned for the
written memorialization thereof.
Jeff
President and Founder….

From: Patty Marrero <patty@beinglatino.us>
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2018 at 4:50 PM
Subject: Hunny_Breakdown.xlsx
To: JEFF VANDERPOL <scajeff2018@gmail.com>
Hi Jeff,
Here is our response to Hunny partner offer.
I first wanted to lay out Lance’s feedback and thinking on Hunny so you know where we stand.
We have had quite a few partnership offers come our way lately and there are only a few left
standing in our consideration set and Hunny is one of them.
Lance thinks that Hunny is a GREAT idea and we can help Hunny achieve its goals of building
out a viable and valuable community.
Obviously, I believe in the big idea also.
Below are the two scenarios we see as mutually beneficial to help in building Hunny’s community.
Option A:
We offer to send out 52 posts on Facebook and 12 posts on Instagram for an entire year - Total
of 64 social posts. This would work out as one post on Facebook every week, consecutively for
52 weeks and one post on Instagram every month, for a 12-month period. This would bring us
to a value of $2,708,000 worth of media we would be contributing to the company in sweat
equity (according to influencer pricing of $0.01 per follower). The value of sweat equity then
would convert according to the overall evaluation number. For instance, if Hunny gets a valuation
of $100,000,000 valuation, we would own 2.708% of the company respectively. This number
should directly vest accordingly to that value.
Option B:
This is the same as Option A, PLUS we are also used as a partner that you pay for promotion.
We help in effectively planning the roll-out and actually executing the roll-out in a way that allows
it to have a better chance of success through proper social strategy, community management,
creative, branded content, paid digital advertising and paid influencer marketing and contracting. I
have attached the document for that information below. Please note that we can discount the
rates to serve at cost (appx 50% of the initial minimum charge) in exchange for more upside in
equity. Please note that we would have to make hires, and Lance would personally have to train
those folks to be onboard, so it would require a great deal of work. With this option, we can
contract influencers through a mixture of cash and equity to onboard anywhere from 15 - 60 in
total for year one. Lastly, with regards to paid media, we'd be able to create custom audiences
much more efficiently than the avg buyer given the size of our owned network (26mm+)
Let me know if either of these options make sense and what you would offer in return for the
above.
Thanks for your patience.
All my best,
Patty
Patty Marrero
Sales and Business Development
Being Latino, Inc./Supreme Digital
917-216-6834
patty@beinglatino.us | www.beinglatino.us

InterContinental Beverage Capital Inc.
800 Third Avenue,
New York.
September 1st 2018.

My name is John C. Carson and I have studied the” Hunny” platform and model
and believe it is a potentially exciting opportunity. In particular the core
proposition that Hunny will develop into a deal driven social community,
connecting businesses with customers is both intriguing and challenging. The
approach Hunny is taking to strategically align with micro influencers across a
broad range of categories is innovative and bold. The further addition of
combining influencer interests into specific ‘lounges’ with top ‘stars’ leading
the way is unique and powerful.
As a former President of Cadbury Schweppes North America I believe I will be
able to use my corporate relationships to introduce other senior executives
from top corporations who could help build a great team.
Introduce successful broker dealers to facilitate raising capital
Work with the Hunny team to seek appropriate and positive sponsors for all
major aspects of the project including the individual ‘lounges’. Clearly
corporations are always looking for creative ways to reach targeted
consumers and are willing to apply significant budgets to new ways to
communicate effectively.
I am delighted to be a small part of this venture and join the Advisory Board.
Thank you.
John Carson

800 Third Avenue – 17th Floor – New York, New York 10022
Main 212.634.7277

“Spend less time being interesting and more time being interested in people and the world” - Shira

January 25, 2019
Dear Hunny,
My name is Shira Lazar. Here is the link to my bio (please find some content on the follow
page as well): http://shiralazar.com/about/ and my website: WhatsTrending.com.
I have 3MM followers and would be very willing to "inﬂuence" my followers to join
Hunny once you launch later this year.
I think building a network/platform to win and buy experiences is deﬁnitely interesting and
I believe this model can succeed because of millennials being passionate about experiences
not just content. Looks like you may have a real winner!
Looking forward to working with all of you in the New Year!
Shira

Shira Lazar is the Co-Founder/CEO and Host of the Emmy Nominated live
interactive daily show and millennial media brand, What's Trending which
announced a strategic partnership with Sinclair Broadcasting’s circa.com in
2017 to develop original programming, branded entertainment and social video
across their platforms including a daily live show, Circa Pop Live! hosted by
Shira Lazar. She also recently hosted the podcast with On Tour With Live
Nation with Westwood One.

As a West Coast contributor for HLN's "The Daily Share", Lazar covered all things social media and digital trends for the network.
Prior to launching What's Trending, Shira launched the talk show of YouTube, Partner's Project, interviewing the biggest YouTube
stars. As the leading broadcaster and interviewer in the digital space, Shira has been the face of the biggest live-streams on the web
from awards show to red carpet premieres including The Oscars, The Grammys, Tony Awards, among many others. Lazar is a
Webby Awards Honoree, Streamy Awards and IAWTV Winner for Best Web Series Live Host. She has also been named one of
Fast Company’s Most Influential Women in Technology, Huffington Post’s “Women in Tech to follow on Twitter”, honored on the
Variety Women of Impact list and Cynopsis Top Women In Digital. A digital trailblazer, she speaks at conferences around the
world, is a regular contributor for “The Huffington Post, Inc.” and “Entrepreneur” and appears frequently on networks such as
Bloomberg TV, CNN and Fox News Channel discussing Internet culture and digital trends.

Previously, Shira joined the CBSNews.com
team in September 2009, where she launched
her blog/vlog, “On The Scene”, covering all
things digital. She was one of the first
broadcasters to grab exclusives with viral
stars (before they became regulars on popular
talk shows, late night and morning show) including classics like Antoine Dodson and Double Rainbow Man. In addition
to her work in on demand and live online programming, Shira has also hosted television shows including NBC’s “1st
Look” and “Open House”, DirecTV’s “Havoc on the 101”, and was a correspondent on CourtTV’s “Hollywood Heat”, Reelz
Channel’s daily movies news show “Dailies” and Travel Channel’s “Confessions of a Travel Writer”. She has developed
and hosted video content for Live Earth Video, This Week In YouTube, Yahoo!’s daily “What’s So Funny”, Condenast’s
travel blog “Jaunted”, Movies.com, Hollywood.com, Mania! TV, Verizon VCAST and more. She has been the official video
blogger for “Internet Week NY”, red carpet host for the Webby Awards, the first-ever Streamy Awards, and was named a
“Social Media Maven” when she won Ashton Kutcher’s 24 Hours at Sundance. Shira also moderates and speaks around
the world at influencer events and conferences including MIPTV, TEDX, Digital LA, Produced By, Do Lectures, NATPE,
NAB, Mashable Media Summit, Mashable Social Good Conference, Ignite, Branded Content Summit, Twiistup, Women In
Tech International, Banff NEXTMedia, 140 Conference, Extreme Entrepreneurship Tour and SXSW among many others.
A native of Montreal, Shira graduated with honors from Emerson College and now resides in Los Angeles.

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 12:39 PM Steve Wilson <srwilson1968@gmail.com> wrote:
Hey, guys. I have given HUNNY a lot of thought. I love the concept and believe the execution
(IT infrastructure, etc.) is crucial, and it is a work in progress. Constantly renewing and adding influencers
and lounges will also be key, but that'll happen more organically, as Jeff says, as we start cooking.
As to how I can help. I am not a Hollywood maven nor am I sitting in the C-suite of a big company
(anymore). Therefore, the best way that I can help HUNNY is to provide adult supervision on the financial
front. I have done this for Blue Man Group and Zoom and Go, creative and fast moving businesses, so I
have done this before. I am a perfect advisor on the financial side of things, including fundraising and
talking to investors.

All the best,
Steve Wilson
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[ NOTE: Subsequent to the message above, Mr. Wilson has formally joined
the Board of Directors of Hunny, Inc. ]

Joseph C. Tirinato | Consultant
TVB | 120 Wall Street, 15th Floor, New York, NY 10005-3908
212-891-2231 | Cell: 917-860-6984 | Fax: 212-935-5631 | www.tvb.org | joet@tvb.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leonard Marshall
Kirk Layne; scajeff2018@gmail.com
Mr. Leonard A. Marshall
Thursday, February 14, 2019 12:29:23 PM

Mr. Leonard A. Marshall
CEO of Tuckersafe.com
15 Main Street
East Rockaway New York 11518
To whom it may concern:
Hello,
It’s Leonard Marshall, former NFL Legend and Two Time Super Bowl Champion of the New
York Giants.
During my stint in National Football League I developed tremendous awareness within the
community and on the field as a professional athlete reminiscent of one of New York’s finest
athletes ever to play the game of football.I’m a Hall of Fame football player recognized by
Louisiana State University, New Jersey Sports Commission, and the Louisiana Sports Hall of
Fame Foundation.
As a father, philanthropist, business leader, author, and serial entrepreneur I have over 30,000
followers on Facebook.com, 60,000 followers on Instagram, and 12000 on Linkedin and
millions of New York metropolitan residents and fans not to mention nationally.
I am excited to join the Hunny Team as a Sports Brand Ambassador. I plan on bringing in
many of quality named athletes to help make this idea a reality based platform, including my
former Business partner Shaquille O’Neal, Mr. Lawrence Taylor, Mr. Ricky Jackson of the
New Orleans Saints and Mr. Carl Banks formerly of The New York Giants. Mr. Banks
presently serves as the New York Giants weekly announcer on WFAN sports New York.

I take my work very serious in terms of whatever I put my name and brand recognition to and
I truly believe this business model can be successful. Together my colleagues and I believe we
can make a huge difference by acting in the capacity of promoting the awareness of this
venture and its successful deployment. The unique relationships we possess as former
professional athletes allows us special access to corporate America as influencers and CEO’s.
My reputation and power in the sports community will go hand in hand with working with
your business model while blending influencers and events in a manner which is very cool,
very smart, and extremely integral. I'm fully on board!
Let’s do this, Leonard A. Marshall
Sincerely,
Mr. Leonard A. Marshall
New York Giants
Two Time Super Bowl Champion
Legacy Club 2008
All-Decade 2000-2018
NJSHOF 2011
LSUHOF 2009
LSHOF 2008

Leonard Allen Marshall
This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless
you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy
or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you
have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply and delete the
message.

March 7, 2019
Hello Jeff and Kirk, first and foremost, I wanted to thank you for
reaching out and sharing this remarkable platform called
HUNNY! I am very excited to join the Hunny team as a Sports
Ambassador. As you both know I have a Rolodex of the University
of Miami and NFL players both current and retired. I plan on
bringing in as many names as possible to make this platform a
reality, including my network of retired players.
As a standout wrestler and fullback at Cardinal Gibbons, I went on
to play college football for the University of Miami Hurricanes and
in the NFL for the Kansas City Chiefs and the Washington Redskins. I was drafted in the second
round of the 1994 NFL Draft and while I was not the biggest, fastest or best, my belief in being
able to outwork and outlearn anyone I came up against, was the reason I did so well at every
step of my playing career.
“I remember when I was at the University of Miami, and they signed James Stewart out of Vero
Beach, who was an All-American who at 6-3, 235 was big, fast, and everyone had him coming in
and starting right away, but from the time James came in, I wanted him to learn everything. I
wanted him to push me and make me work harder, so I taught him the playbook and went on
and pushed myself right into the NFL.”
As a retired NFL player with Kansas City Chiefs and Washington Redskins, I take very seriously
whatever I put my name on. Consequently, to endorse your company “Hunny” is not
something I do lightly, but in your case, it’s an absolute no brainer.
I believe your model can work. I believe I can make a huge difference by acting in the capacity
of an Ambassador, a promoting Hunny to the world of sports athletes that I have a unique
relationship with and special access to. My reputation and power in the sports community both
as a player and coach will go hand-in-hand with working with the Hunny’s business model,
blending influencers, sports stars, both future, and past in a way that is super impressive, very
cool and very smart. I’m fully on board the Hunny train!
Donnell Bennett

April 9, 2019

Jeff,
It looks to me that you have a winner with this. I’ve seen many
opportunities pass my way. Most come and go but this one has legs.
I’m proud to be on board with Hunny, and excited for the opportunity to be
an ambassador. Over the span of my career as a pro athlete, I’ve been
fortunate to build a huge network of fellow pros, A-list celebs, and many
influencers. I look forward to utilizing those connections.
This is a good fit. Let’s do it!
Thank you!

Ladell Betts

April 8,
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From: wayne jobson <waynejobson@aol.com>
Date: October 1, 2018 at 3:05:33 PM MDT
To: scajeff2018@gmail.com
Subject: PROPOSAL to Hunny

Wayne Jobson
2055 S. Garth Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034
My name is Wayne Jobson and I am a double Grammy winning music producer.
I have excellent relationships with many "blue chip" people in the music industry,
including Sting, Gwen Stefani, Shaggy, Chris Blackwell, Jackson Browne, Willie Nelson,
The Marleys (Ziggy, Damian etc), Sean Paul.
I believe there is a valuable association with Hunny. My relationships can be brought
into an Internet platform and monetized in ways I never saw possible. I very much like
the ability for us to get access to an organically created universe of 2-10MM people over
a relatively short period of time and sell them our wares, albums, etc.
I have many relationships who are extremely powerful influencers by virtue of what they
do and who they are… for example Drew Carrey, Jimmy Kimmel, Dr. Drew and Jimmy
Fallon. These influencers are loyal and will listen to my suggestions, if it makes sense
of course. I will try to get Hunny some letters of intent from my influencers/musician
stars. I can ask my influencers if they will do a YouTube video explaining the advantages
of Hunny and their excitement about the project
I have a few corporate sponsors I have worked with over the years. At the appropriate
time, given certain points made on your end, I would introduce you Red Stripe beer,
Sandals Resorts, etc.
Some of my power with you is definitely through my close friend, Chris Blackwell
founder of Island Records (U2, Bob Marley) relationship. As I mentioned, Chris will
be enamored of receiving access to your 3.5MM viewers on OKTV (if there is a deal
there) and on your platform for his Blackwell Rum.
I believe this is a "partnership" of sorts...much more than just a 'collaboration'....
and that the above consideration points make me a very valuable partner to you and
your endeavors, giving you excellent access and power to many musician stars for
your purposes. I don't risk my reputation lightly and will try to bring people like
Chris Blackwell to your company, because I want it to be successful and have a
minimum of 10MM people on the platform on a daily and consistent basis.
Sincerely,
Wayne Jobson

LETTER OF INTENT TO JOIN HUNNY AS AN INFLUENCER

To whom it may concern:

My name is Jenny Johnston and I am working under the

Hunny is a model that will attract a wide spectrum of

artist pen name Living Pattern. I have 170k+ followers

people across demographics, incomes, interests and so

on Instagram and a presence in shops all over the

much more. I love the concept and would lover a

world. You can find me @livingpattern on Instagram or

platform to promote my work and in-person worldshops

on my website, livingpattern.net.

that I have been working on for the last year.

I see many opportunities to promote other brands as an

I willl be one of your initial 100 influencers ready to

influencer and I accept very few. The loyalty of my

promote you to my 170,000 followers when Hunny as

fanbase is of the utmost importance to me and I am

an app launches.

very selective to which I choose to promote to my base.

Thanks for building something so great....

Jenny

313 NE 3rd St, Studio 5

jenny@livingpattern.net

Delray Beach, FL 33446

561.596.8205

March 6, 2019
My name is Grant Ganzi. I have played polo since I was two years old and love it. I am a 3-time
winner in the Aspen Snow Polo World Cup, International Cup with the USA, and have won many
high goal tournaments. I have decided to strategically ally myself with Hunny as your brand
ambassador in this sport. I will introduce you to my many friends in polo. Some to name a few
are Juan Bollini, Mariano and Carlos Gracida, and Henry Porter. They are all very accomplished
players up and coming in the US polo scene. They all are playing at the highest levels in the US
currently.
My relationships also run in the coming world: Equestrian and Dressage and I believe that your
platform marrying influencers to particular categories and products and services could very
easily result in millions of fans populating your app every day so this looks like it could be
something unique.
I love the concept, and I think it could morph into something huge so count me in as a fan,
user, even ambassador. I’m All in…Go Hunny!
Grant Ganzi
World Polo League
Three-goal rated player

March 13, 2019

My name is Anthony Calle. (known as Tony Calle) I was bread in the sport of polo due to my family
always being equestrian fanatics. Ever since I could lift my mallet, I knew my goal was to be the best.
Once I surpassed the level of play in Ecuador, I moved to the US to compete in the highest-ranking
tournaments with the top professionals of the sport.
Throughout this sport, I have met many people and had the opportunity to travel over ten different
countries solely based on the polo community. This journey has provided me with the opportunity to
meet influencers, CEO's of some of the biggest companies in the world and even the chance to meet
Prince Harry in person.
I believe that because of my lifestyle and the people I surround myself with, Hunny will have a great
asset with accepting me as part of their team. I believe in Hunny has untapped potential and is about to
explode. I would love to accompany you throughout the process.
Best,

Anthony Calle

BlackTree Decor | CEO/COO
w: https://blacktreedecor.com/
e: acalle.blacktree@gmail.com

March 8th, 2019

Hello Jeff,
My name is Juan Bollini, and I'm a professional polo player. I became a professional at the age
of 16 and have built a life around horses. I have been part of many professional teams and have
won many of the top tournaments in the United States. After reading further on the concept of
this platform called HUNNY, I am eager to start being a part of this.
I loved the idea of an all-in-one influencer platform, and I am excited to bring my knowledge
and following of the equestrian world on to the Hunny platform. With my background I will try,
with the best of my capabilities, to be a great asset to this company.
I appreciate the offer to be a part of this great idea, and I am fully on board with continuing my
support.
Juan Bollini

Juan Bollini
“I loved the idea of an all-in-one influencer platform, and I am excited to bring my knowledge and
following of the equestrian world.”
- Polo Player
Official Global Brand Ambassador of U.S Polo Assn.
Model, Wilhelmina Miami

From: paul fisher <paul@paulfishermanagement.com>
Date: Sun, Sep 16, 2018 at 5:43 PM
Subject: Paul Fisher letter to Hunny
To: JEFF VANDERPOL <scajeff2018@gmail.com>
Dear Hunny team,
I have reviewed your Hunny business plan / strategy and I feel you are developing a unique way for followers /
fans to follow and interact with their favorite influencers. Categorizing the influencers & content based on the
type of content / sports or entertainment world is very smart. I currently manage some of the most famous
models in the world, influencers who have over 1MM loyal followers each and host / star in the hit TV series,
" I can make you a SuperModel".
I am very selective of whom I trust my brand or my famous clients brands to. I have known Jeff personally for
20 years and it is rare to meet people of his integrity. That being said, I am genuinely excited about what you have
laid out as a vision for Hunny. I look forward discussing a role in a modeling / fashion category, bringing in my high
profiles models / clients and their millions of followers. We also might be able to incorporate HUNNY into one of
my TV series, bringing huge exposure to the HUNNY platform.

"i can make you a Supermodel"
https://vimeo.com/187746791
Password: icmyasOCT16

Lifetime and A&E UK series; (trailer)
https://vimeo.com/218187227
Password; supermodel123

72 hour - Supermodel Challenge;

"Online series"
Season #1 and #2 trailer; https://vimeo.com/275496963

From: paul fisher <paul@paulfishermanagement.com>
Date: Sun, Sep 16, 2018 at 5:47 PM
Subject: the Board
To: JEFF VANDERPOL <scajeff2018@gmail.com>

SUPERMODEL

DRAFT
Beauty has a whole new business model.

Bunim/Murray Productions
A Banijay Group Company

The First Annual Supermodel Draft is a two-hour LIVE spectacle
that is ready to shake up the entire modeling industry and turn it on
its head. In this electric event co-hosted by two of the biggest
names in modeling, the five most powerful agencies in the country
will be invited to get first dibs on 30 of the country’s most promising
fresh new faces, curated from tens of thousands of submissions by
one of the world’s most successful star-makers, Paul Fisher.

In this high-stakes spectacle, each agency will carefully vet their
prospects and strategically select their top picks throughout five
rounds, oﬀering up lucrative multi-year modeling contracts to those
models who they believe have the most career potential.
The lives of 25 aspiring models will be forever changed in an instant
and each agency will walk away with five promising assets. But
they’d better choose wisely, because one of the world’s most
prestigious fashion brands will be on hand to oﬀer one model a
$1M contract after they’ve been signed.

MODELING IS LIKE FOOTBALL. Just as there are thousands of naturally
gifted young athletes who dream of someday playing at the highest level,
there is an equal number of naturally beautiful young people who dream of
someday becoming a supermodel. And just as there are NFL teams trying
to snatch up the most promising young prospects before their opponents
do, major modeling agencies are trying to do the same. And just like
rookies in the NFL sign life-changing contracts, new models who are
signed by major agencies can become megastars virtually overnight. Just
like the NFL, the modeling world is one of the most lucrative, cutthroat
industries around, and now it’s finally time to operate like one. THIS IS
THE SUPERMODEL DRAFT.

Meet the Commissioner. Paul Fisher is an
independent modeling agent who has
represented the likes of Naomi Campbell,
Stephanie Seymour, Eva Herzigova, Carre
Otis, Monica Bellucci, and Carla Bruni. He
was also the host of Remodeled on the
CW Network and currently host and EP of
the hit TV series in the UK and Holland, I
Can Make You a Supermodel.
Paul is at the epicenter of the modeling
industry with direct ties to every legendary
fashion house, agency and publication in
the world. Known for his gifted eye and
uncanny ability to identify diamonds in the
rough, Paul is revered as a secret weapon
by all of the major agencies.
As moderator, he will liaise between the
models and the agencies to facilitate the
deals.

TARGET NETWORKS

January 29, 2019
To:
Hunny
Attn: Jeff Vanderpol
1200 N. Federal Hwy
Suite 203
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Re: Letter of support for Hunny
Dear Hunny,
As an IFBB Professional and Holistic Lifestyle coach, I believe the Hunny platform to be future of social
media and how influencers like myself will grow their brand. Thank you for the great opportunity to be on
the ground floor of this great venture. Please consider this my letter of support. It is my intention to
execute and fulfill all of the obligations as outlined to the best of my ability. These include;
1.
2.
3.

Introduction to strategic alliances
recruitment of all influencers but with an emphasis on the health, fitness, bodybuilding community.
locate and identify corporate sponsors.

Again it is an honor to enter into this relationship with you and I am committed to helping make Hunny
develop into its full potential.
Sincerely,

Terrence Thomas
IFBB Pro, Holistic Lifestyle Coach

8053 Lakepointe Dr. Plantation, FL 33322
954-204-0677
www.physicalexcellene.org

Events * Entertainment * Travel * Philanthropy * Promotions * Publicity
11650 Stonehaven Way
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33412
516.512.7333
Mr. Jeff Vanderpol, President
HUNNY, Inc.
1200 North Federal Hwy - #203
Boca Raton, FL 33432

December 21, 2018

Dear Jeff,
It has been exhilarating to collaborate with you over the past months, as excitement mounts
about the launch of Hunny. With over 35 years in the spheres of international corporate
incentive travel, meetings, events, promotional marketing, charity and entertainment, there
are a myriad of opportunities and ventures which cross my plate, but Hunny has uniquely
captured my attention, with your multi-tiered Platform combining those arenas and beyond.
That translates to channeling my focus in sync with Hunny, supporting efforts as a Strategic
Advisor and in the area of communications and marketing development. But on a more
immediate level, I am eager to leverage my relationships developed within Hospitality,
Entertainment, Sports, Corporate, Philanthropic and global circles as a “cosmic connector”.
This encompasses influencers and investors, as well as royalty, scions of corporate America,
celebrities and aristocrats. Dealing at the C-level with SONY, FOX, Lindt, BOA, CapitalOne,
Ceridian, Life Extension, Ferrero, and countless other firms, there are multiple synergies to
be channeled. Moreover, with my global travel and hotel connections, I envision building
a worldwide network, crossing borders and brands!
I will harness my other contacts to shore up support in various aspects of the Platform.
Bonds cultivated with influencers across the planet will be tapped, bringing together a global
community through the commonalities on the Platform. On a different avenue related to social
media, I represent international recording artist Franco Corso, the Voice of Romance, recognized
not only as a magnificent performer on the concert stage, but a master on Facebook and in
promoting to his fanbase. With the combined databases of so many influencers, the vast
potential audience encompasses millions with multi demographics and generations.
I am enamored of your ability to bring together like-minded visionaries whose accomplishments
will contribute to this proprietary “brain-child” from incubation to birth and nurturing into a
tour-de-force entity. As a serial entrepreneuse, I am staking my magic wand with Hunny, and
appreciate you reaching out to me to join the buzz for Hunny!
Until the next horizon,
Lexye Aversa
Featured as Best Global Event Planner on FOX TV's Best of South Florida
https://www.youtube.com/user/LexTravel
Producer & Host of "LEX Travel"...... Fasten your Seat Belt for a Journey to LEXtraordinary Destinations
& Luxury Resorts, and Conversation with International Travel LEXperts! LexTravelWorld.com
President, Professional Touch International (PTI)

Josh Rimer | | TV Personality, Content Creator, Vlogger
Hi Jeff,
Thanks for the call yesterday and the info in the email. Sounds like an exciting venture! I'd
definitely be interested in being involved. Getting 100 influencers to do something is no easy
task - even when the opportunity is low on the commitment and potentially high on the rewards,
they're so inundated with offers they tend to often just ignore most. Truth be told they're by far
not the easiest people to work with......
Having said that, I definitely think I'm the right guy for bringing influencers on board with
my 11 years on YouTube and having attended probably a dozen influencer-related
conferences now. I've met many influencers at those, and just interacting online over the years,
so I'm in a bit of a unique position to already have an "in" as someone who would be recognized
and trusted compared to an unknown/outsider reaching out to them. While your platform and
offer are unique, so are most of the offers we as influencers receive honestly - with everyone and
their dog promising they're the next big thing. So despite there not being anything to lose and a
lot to gain, it's still going to be a battle of convincing influencers just to take some action and
commit themselves to something by signing a document.
I believe I could get you the 100 influencers, but it would certainly take a fair amount of time
and effort (ie. hounding). I can foresee a lot of repeat followup and encouragement needed to
get them to respond and to take action. It will really be a matter of convincing them on what's in
it for them to sign their name - which honestly isn't something influencers do lightly. They'll need
to have a clear understanding of what they're committing themselves to (ie. expectations before
and expectations after the platform is public), what they'll get be getting, and what the platform
will do - but without expecting them to read an 8 page document. I know as an influencer I'm
careful about limiting the things I ask my followers to do so I don't get call-to-action fatigue, so
while I get that it would seem like it's no big deal for an influencer to ask their followers to join
them on another platform, it is a bigger deal to an influencer, and it's something that we often
get paid to do (because the assumption will be that the people who own the platform will be
monetizing our audience and therefor we're worth paying a fee to despite how we might further
monetize or grow our audience with the platform). That's why platforms like Vessel paid out
hundreds of thousands (or more) to influencers just to get them on board in the first place,
despite also having a subscription service that would then earn the influencer income as well.
Josh Rimer

